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Introduction
Definition of the defect type and sizes is the most important problem of the ultrasonic testing 

industrial equipment in operation. Information about the defect type, sizes and coordinates will 

allow to make valid conclusion about danger level of such reflector for object operation. One of 

the solutions of this task is imaging of all border of the reflector. It is possible to use two phased 

arrays located from the different sides of the control area. For the phased array located to the left 

side of the reflector (N-channel) it is possible to receive a set of partial images of the reflector 

accounting wave type transformation at the repeated reflections of the ultrasonic impulse (the 

multimode regime). The same set of images could be received from the echo signals measured by 

the phased array located to the right side of the reflector (P-channel) and from the signals 

transmitted and received by different phased arrays (NP-channel). Integration of partial images 

receiving from all channels by the large quantity of acoustic schemes allows to receive the image 

of all defect border and to make a valid conclusion about its type. This approach allows to get 

information about defect type when access is only one side with smaller efficiency. To improve 

the image quality, the measured echo signals can be subjected to the procedure of extrapolation 

its spectrums for reduction the impulses length.

On images B- and D-types contours are schematically shown. In Fig. 6 at the right - image [5] 

restored using three acoustic schemes accounting cubic anisotropy in welding is shown. In Fig. 3 

at the right the vertical border of the notch is well visible, in difference from the image in Fig. 3 

at the left.

Fig. 3. Image of the bottom crack model (reflector 5)

In Fig. 4 at the left – the image restored by the TFM method, and on the right – by the maximum 

entropy method (ME) is shown. Beam and frontal resolution of the ME-image has increased 

more than twice. Contours of reflectors 3 and 4 are added on B-type images. On the ME-image 

the upper and the lower borders of reflectors 3 and 4 became visible.

Fig. 4. Images of reflectors 3 and 4

In Fig. 5 the fragment of the X-ray image (roentgenogram) of reflectors 3 and 4 is shown at the 

left. The TFM-image of C-type received using three channels is in the center of Fig. 5. The ME-

image is given in the right panel of Fig. 5. On TFM- and ME-images it is easier to find crack 

type reflectors 3 and 4, than on the X-ray image. On the ME-image it is possible to differentiate 

top and lower borders of the reflector 3 with the rotation angle 20 degrees about vertical axis.

Fig. 5. Comparison of results of x-ray and ultrasonic control
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Conclusion
 The image of the reflector received as the sum of images on all channels on set of acoustic 

schemes allows to restore almost completely its borders.
 Occurrence of welding  which elastic properties significantly differs from pipeline material 

leads to distortions of coherent images and, therefore, to restriction of number of used acoustic 
schemes. If elastic properties of welding are known, then it is possible to use effectively the 
acoustic schemes TdTT and TTdTT with reflection from a bottom.

 Application of the ME method has shown its efficiency. ME-images have frontal and beam 
permission at least twice less than the DFM-images. At the same time it is possible to use about 
10% of the full volume of FMC echo signals. Application of criterion of L-curve for the choice 
of optimum Lagrange coefficient has shown the efficiency.

 The images of crack type reflectors received at ultrasonic control are more informative, 
than images of X-ray control.

Application of TFM method and maximum entropy method
Identification of defect type with its sizing and areas of bedding definition it is the main purpose 

of nondestructive control. Using of two phased arrays which register echo signals in the FMC [1] 

mode and recovery of the images of reflectors by TFM method taking into account repeated 

reflections of the echo impulse from object borders and wave type transformation we can receive 

image of all reflector border [2]. We used AUGUR-ART system for experiments.  The acoustic 

scheme it is description of waves types while radiation of the probing impulse, its reflection from 

borders of controlled object, reflection from the reflector and echo signal registration. For 

example, the record TdL means beaming the cross wave and reflection the longitudinal wave 

from defect, and the record TTdTT means once reflected beaming and reflection without 

changing wave type. In fig. 1 two phased arrays locates from two sides of welded joint which 

allow to measure echo signals on N-, P-and the NP channel are shown.

Fig. 1. Echo signals registration scheme using two phased arrays on the pipeline with diameter 

800 mm and thickness 40 mm with welding

For improvement of image quality and reduction of the measured echo signals volume it is 

possible to use a nonlinear method of the maximum entropy [3]. The image restored from echo 

signals by this method has the smaller noise level and higher resolution.

The side drilled hole (SDH) with a diameter of 2 mm and at the depth of 6 mm from a surface 

has been drilled for imitation of the volume defect in the sample with thickness 18 mm. In fig. 2 

one partial image restored according to the acoustic scheme TdT (a direct beam) by the N-

channel is shown at the left. Duration of echo signals has been reduced due to expansion of their 

range using autoregressive model [4]. To make a conclusion about reflector form is difficult 

because only a part of reflector border was restored with high frontal resolution. The image of the 

reflector received as the sum of images of all channels according to the acoustic schemes TdT, 

TdTT and TTdTT allows to restore almost complete border of SDH reflector and to determine 

its radius (fig. 2, on the right).

Fig. 2. Image of SDH reflector border with diameter 2 mm. At the right shown three acoustic 

schemes

In fig. 1 the pipeline fragment with dimeter of 800 mm is shown. On a note in the red frame is 

shown the edge of the sample. The welded joint with the austenitic cladding with thickness 4 mm 

are well visible on it. In welded joint are made the several models of cracks as notches with wide 

1 mm. One of them with number 5 and with 6 mm height is made on the bottom of the sample 

(fig. 1), and others, with numbers 3 and 4 with 4 mm height and different inclinations, are inside 

of weld.

In Fig. 3 the TFM-image of the bottom notch (reflector 5) restored using three acoustic schemes 

TdT, TdTT and TTdTT in the assumption of homogeneity is shown at the left. Welding has 

austenitic properties and it is shown in Fig. 3 at the left: the highlight of the notch root is 

displaced on 1 mm to the right from the highlight of his right top corner.
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